Abstruct-The space shuttle orbiter (SSO) Ku-band single access return (KSAR) link and the space station freedom (SSF) KSAR link' via the tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS) use the same carrier frequency. The interference between spacecraft is minimized by opposite antenna polarizations and by TDRSS antenna beam pointing, but if the SSF and SSO are in close proximity, it is expected that mutual interference will be significant. Recently, Tsang and Su [l], [2] simulated the mutual interference effects, using a practical nonlinear bandlimited channel. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that a simplified (Le., linear band-limited channel) analytical approach will yield adequate accuracy for the expected range of operating conditions. Relative degradation in bit energy-tothermal noise power spectral density ratio to achieve a lop5 coded bit-error-probability is determined to be 4 dB for the Kuband SSO-to-TDRS I-channel return link with a 4.5 dB effective signal-to-interference total power ratio ( S / I ) when the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link interferes, whereas Su's simulation yields approximately 5 dB degradation. For the Ku-band SSFto-TDRS return link, both analysis and simulation results yield a relative signal degradation of 0.4 dB at the effective S/I = 21.6 dB. In conclusion, interference on the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS I-channel return link is significant, but on the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link it is negligible.
Interference Effects on Space Station Freedom and Space Shuttle Orbiter Ku-Band Downlinks I. INTRODUCTION N a Ku-band single access return (KSAR) communica-I tion link via the tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS), the interference between spacecraft can be reduced by opposite antenna polarizations, pseudo-noise code, and by TDRSS antenna beam pointing. For the space station freedom (SSF) KSAR and the space shuttle orbiter (SSO) KSAR links, the pseudo-noise coding technique is not exploited. In addition, the two KSAR links use the same carrier frequency. Therefore, if the SSF and SSO are in close proximity, it is expected that mutual interference will be significant.
Recently, Tsang and Su [l] , 121 simulated the mutual interference effects, using a practical nonlinear bandlimited ' The SSF system is in a scaling-down process per order of the United States Congress. The SSF KSAR link parameters in this report are chosen from the old SSF KSAR link design. The results in this paper are, however, useful to the new SSF KSAR link design because the SSF and SSO use the same carrier frequency and similar interference effects are expected in the new system, though numerical results will be different from those in this paper.
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channel [Chebyshev 4th order bandpass fitler and 0.1 dB ripple factor, a high power amplifier (HPA) with 0 dB backoff nonlinearity and 12"/dB AM/PM conversion for Shuttle or Space Station transmitter, and a model of the Hughes 261H traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA) with 0 dB backoff nonlinearity and 6"/dB AM/PM conversion for the TDRSS relay]. They reported that the SSO-KSAR link suffers more than 5 dB degradation' due to the interference from the SSF-KSAR link, while seven other SSO and SSF communication links, Le., S-band forwardheturn links (4), Ku-band single access forward (KSAF) link to SSF(l), KSAF-to-SSO link (l) , and SSF-KSAR link (l), suffer only negligible degradations
In this paper, mutual interference effects on the SSO-KSAR I-channel and the SSF-KSAR links are analytically derived and compared to the simulation results. For the analysis, the channel is assumed ideally bandlimited and linear whereas the Tsang and Su simulation included nonlinear characteristics, i.e., the simulation allowed for signal distortion at the TDRS from excessive TWTA input power such as might occur when strong interference was present with the desired signal, and also allowed for possible nonlinearity from the SSO (or SSF) transmit-power amplifier operating at or in saturation. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that a simplified (i.e., linear bandlimited channel) analytical approach yields results of adequate accuracy in an estimation of the signal degradation by interference.
Section I1 describes the system models. Section I11 shows the bit-error-probability expression of the SSO-KSAR Ichannel link due to the interference from the SSF-KSAR link. Section IV gives the converse case. Section V presents analytical results and compares them with Tsang and Su's simulation results, and Section VI gives conclusions. P I , PI.
11. SYSTEM MODELS Fig. 1 shows the system model for the Ku-band SSFto-TDRS return link. The link uses a staggered quadrature phase-shift-keying (SQPSK) system with a 300 Mbitdsecond data rate and a 15.0034 GHz carrier frequency. Fig. 2 shows the system model of the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS return link. The link employs a convolutional code and a unbalanced QPSK system, i.e., QPSK with unbalanced power (I-channelto-Q-channel power ratio is equal to 4) and unbalanced symbol rate (100 Msymbols/s for I-channel and 8. Q-channel). Bit error probability will be calculated for the I-channel receiver, which is shown in Fig. 2 . The carrier frequency fc of the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS return link is the same as the SSF-to-TDRS return link, 15.0034 GHz. Link parameters are obtained from [3] - [6] . In both Figs. 1 and 2, we assume an ideal bandpass filter (BPF) (i.e., BPF with a rectangular shape amplitude response around the carrier, linear phase shift, and bandwidth equal to twice the symbol-rate), a linear HPA, and a linear TWTA. The overall frequency response model of BPF with HPA and TWTA is where T, is the symbol time interval. In addition, we assume both perfect frequency and phase synchronization at the receiver. Furthermore, we assume that an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and two-sided power spectral density N0/2 is added to both communication links.
Ku-BAND SSO-TO-TDRS RETURN LINK BIT ERROR PROBABILITY

A. Signal Component
We can treat the QPSK in Fig. 2 
where 80% of total signal power S is used for the I-channel. The s ( t , M ) can be represented as
f ) e i z T f c t } ( 5 )
where Re (2) is the real part of a complex number z. Let h(t) be the time response of the overall BPF H ( f ) . Then h(t) = 2Re {hLpF(t)eiZTfct} ( 6 4 where h~p~( t ) is the time response of an equivalent low pass filter H L P F (~) [7] . We can relate BPF H ( f ) and its equivalent LPF H L P F (~) as
where H* is the complex conjugate of H . Thus, H L P F (~) becomes
Let S B P F (~) denote the signal component at the output of the receiver BPF. Then
which is identical to the output of the transmitter filter, and
where a ( t ) * b(t) means the convolution of a ( t ) with b(t).
From the assumption of a linear channel, the S L P F (~, M ) can be represented as
k=-m where S O , L P F (~) = ~L P F (~) * r e c t~~( t ) .
(11)
From the inverse Fourier transform we can express S O , L P F (~) as m u limitation. 
B. Interference from Space Station Freedom I-Channel
because the interference I-channel symbol time interval is 2/(300 x lo6) s which is 2/3 times the signal I-channel symbol time T,. Thus, the bandwidth of the BPF at the interference transmitter is 3/2 times wider than that of the BPF at the signal receiver. Hence, the overall BPF for the I-channel interference analysis is the BPF in (1). Let ZI,BPF(~, t o , I I ,~)
be the interference I-channel component at the output of the receiver BPF. Then Let n,(t) and n(t) denote an AWGN and its bandpassed noise processes, respectively. Then we can decompose n(t) into cosine and sine components which are independent random processes:
and I is total interference power (Le., I-channel power plus Q-channel power 
E. Bit Error Probability
output of the integrator is
In Fig. 2 (35) becomes Q( Jm) which is the conventional BPSK error probability with no interference, which is correct because we treat the I-channel of the unbalanced QPSK as a BPSK channel.
From Fig. 2 , the bit time interval Ta is 1/(50 x lo6) s while the code symbol time interval (QPSK I-channel symbol time interval) T, is 1/(100 x lo6) seconds. Thus Tb = 2T,, which implies that the symbol energy E, is half of bit energy Eb.
Hence, the conditional coded symbol error probability is
In (36), a,f~, and f~ are infinite sequences. However, in most practical communication systems, the bandwidth of BPF is wide enough to neglect the effects on the current symbol decision due to interference or data far into the past or future. Thus, in our numerical evaluation (Section-V) we take only a few neighbors of the current symbol. Let (MI, (111, and (~Q I be the length _Of sequences in the computation. Then, the average (over to, M , f~, f~, and 4 ) coded symbol errors probability becomes (37) below wh_ere the dummy variable t& is the to/T, in (23) and over M means each element in th_e sum is evaluated over a specific data sequence of length IMI.
Let D be a Chernoff-bound parameter on a code symbol error probability. Then, for a hard decision, we know [B] that
(38)
Note that the practical code symbols in Fig. 2 have memory because of the finite bandpass filter. One way to make the code symbols memoryless is by placing an interleaver and a deinterleaver after the convolutional encoder and before the decoder, respectively. For the memoryless channel, an upper bound on the coded bit error probability is
Pb 5 [36010+211D12+1404D14+11633016+~~~] (39)
for a convolutional code with a K = 7 constraint length and a 112 (blcode symbol) code rate. We use this upper bound on the bit error probability in our numerical evaluation for the SSO-to-TDRS I-channel return link.
IV. KU-BAND SSF-TO-TDRS RETURN LINK BIT ERROR PROBABILITY
In this section, we analyze the bit-error-probabilities of the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link (Fig. 1) due to the interference from the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS return link (Fig. Remember that the interference from the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS is an unbalanced QPSK signal in power and data rate. Thus, the interference effects on the I-channel of the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS are different from those on the Q-channel. In other words, if we let P,I and P,Q be the I-channel and Qchannel symbol error probability of the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link, respectively, then P,I is not equal to P,Q. (If the interference is a balanced QPSK then P,I is equal to P. Q because the signal link is a balanced SQPSK.) The average symbol correct probability P, for our signal Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link is the product of (1 -Pel) times (1 -P,Q), and the average symbol error Pe becomes 1 -P,. Thus, 2).
We know that for a Gray coded QPSK signal constellation (which most QPSK systems use), one symbol (which carries 2 b) error corresponds to one bit error. This implies that the bit error probability of the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link is p , , l p 2 e -1
The I-channel symbol error probability of the Ku-band SSF- Also, the Q-channel symbol error probability of the Kuband SSF-to-TDRS return link, P,Q, can be derived as in the 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For numerical computations, we take a finite length of a message sequence M and a finite length of an interference sequence I. The length of sequences are determined by trial and error. The nearest neighbors of message symbols cause the most intersymbol interference effects to the current symbol under detection. For the sufficient bandwidth (twice the symbol rate), we observe numerically that the performance difference between the length 3 and length 4 cases is negligible. Hence, a reasonable length of message sequence is 3 and we use it in our numerical calculation. Also, for the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS I-channel link evaluation, we take length 4 interference sequence from the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS. Actually, a sequence {11,-z7 I1,-1, 11,07 11,1} is considered for our numerical analysis. [Refer to Fig. 3(a) .] Furthermore, for our numerical evaluation of the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS I-and Qchannels, we take length 3 @e., {11,-17 11,07 IT,^}) and length 2 (Le., { I Q , -~~I Q , o } )~ respectively. [Refer to Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4 shows the uncoded I-channel bit-error-probability for the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS I-channel return link, interfered with by the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link with total power I. We observe that the bit-error-probability curves approach the zero interference case as the signal-to-interference total power ratio S / I increases. However, notice that the channel with no interference is about 1.6 dB worse at a lop3 uncoded bit-error-probability than an ideal channel (i.e., a channel with infinite bandwidth). The primary reason for this gap is that the I-channel of the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS return link uses 80% of total signal power (which implies 0.97 dB reduction in & / N O ) , and the second reason is that the channel is bandlimited to null-to-null bandwidth (which causes about 0.63 dB reduction). We can also observe this finite bandwidth effect in Fig. 5 . We consider a small interference power like S / I = 28 dB for illustration. In Fig. 5 , we observe that performance of a system with 4 times null-to-null bandwidth is almost identical to a 0.97 dB shifted version of a BPSK performance with infinite bandwidth.
With a convolutional code in the I-channel of the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS return link (shown in Fig. 2 ), Fig. 6 shows an upper bound of the coded bit error probability based on the Chernoff bounding technique with S / I as a parameter. We obtain the signal degradation by measuring the Eb/No (dB) difference, at a coded bit error probability, between performance of a channel with interference and performance of a channel with no interference. This relative signal degradation is shown in Fig. 7 , for the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS I-channel return link. For a comparison, the simulation results obtained by Su are also included in Fig. 7 . We observe that the analysis and simulation agree well with each other. The difference between the curves in Fig. 7 is not significant (which is equal to the sum of 14.1 dB antenna polarization loss and -9.6 dB effective isotropic radiative power (EIRP) difference). The analysis shows that the I-channel of the Kuband SSO-to-TDRS return link suffers about 4 dB relative signal degradation at the effective S / I = 4.5 dB while the Su's result shows approximately 5 dB relative degradation. When signal comes from the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link and the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS return link is the interferer, the analysis and simulation results are close again, as shown in Fig. 8 . For example, 0.4 dB relative signal degradation of the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS due to the interference from the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS is obtained in both analysis and simulation when the effective S / I is 21.6 dB (which is a 13.0 dB antenna polarization loss plus a 8.6 dB EIRP difference provided by Su [2]).
VI. CONCLUSION
Quantitative results were analytically derived for the interference effects on the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS I-channel return link due to the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link, and vice versa, when both links use the same carrier frequency. The zommunication channel is assumed bandlimited and linear. The relative degradation in &,/NO (dB) to achieve a :oded bit error probability was determined to be 4 dB for the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS I-channel return link with a 4.5 dB effective signal-to-interference total power ratio ( S / I ) due to interference from the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link, whereas Su's simulation (which included a nonlinear Zharacteristics of channel) yields approximately 5 dB. For S / I larger than 6 dB, analysis and simulation (showing the relative signal degradation due to interference) are even closer. For the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link, both analysis and simulation results yield a relative signal degradation of 0.4 dB at the effective S / I = 21.6 dB. In conclusion, interference on the Ku-band SSO-to-TDRS I-channel return link is significant, but on the Ku-band SSF-to-TDRS return link it is negligible.
